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SUMMARY 

The Dusky Hopping-mouse (Notomys fuscus) is a small native rodent that was once 

distributed across the sandy areas of north-eastern South Australia, south-western 

Queensland, far west New South Wales and southern Northern Territory. This species was 

once quite widespread but its distribution retracted significantly since European settlement 

and it is listed as a Vulnerable species both nationally and in South Australia. The major threats 

to the Dusky Hopping-mouse are habitat degradation and competition for resources by 

herbivores. Predation by feral cats and the red fox is also identified as a key threat to the 

species. 

Like most arid zone rodents, the Dusky Hopping-mouse can respond to above average rainfall 

and associated seed production by breeding rapidly, building up in numbers and dispersing 

widely into surrounding areas. This response can be heightened after multiple years of above 

average rainfall. When these favourable conditions cease, or in periods of extended dry 

conditions, the Dusky Hopping-mouse population retracts to its core habitat which, since the 

1970s, is centred within the sand dunes of the Strzelecki desert, north of the Dog Fence.  

Dusky Hopping-mouse populations have been surveyed across the north-east of South 

Australia’s pastoral zone since 1993. The introduction of rabbit calicivirus in 1995 drastically 

reduced rabbit numbers in many areas of the pastoral zone and has been associated with the 

recovery of this species and a number of other small mammals across the arid zone. In 2011, 

surveys showed that the species had bred up significantly after two years of exceptional 

rainfall and expanded into previously unrecorded areas and habitats. The same sites were 

surveyed in 2012 and showed that the species’ distribution was already contracting. The 2012 

survey identified the sand dunes, sand ridges and sand flats of eastern Wooltana, southern 

Quinyambie and northern Mulyungarie as being probable refuge sites for the species in its 

southern range. 

In April 2018, 84 of the previous monitoring sites from 2011 and 2012 were resurveyed across 

14 pastoral stations in north-eastern South Australia. The survey occurred after a year of well 

below average rainfall in 2017, with the first three months of 2018 also receiving well below 

average rainfall. The aim of this survey was to map the current extent of occurrence of Dusky 

Hopping-mice after a period of dry conditions and to confirm the presence of any refuge sites 

in the study area. 

The main survey technique used was track-based monitoring. Within a two-hectare plot at 

each site, we searched for the distinctive tracks of the Dusky Hopping-mouse and also looked 

for their burrows and popholes. At each of these plots we also recorded the tracks, scats and 

signs of other animals including native species, feral species and livestock. We also used 

Elliott traps, pitfall traps and camera traps in an attempt to confirm Dusky Hopping-mouse 

presence. Vehicle and foot-based spotlight searches were undertaken at night. 

Dusky Hopping-mouse activity was found at 15.5 % of survey plots. The results of this survey 

continued the trend observed in the 2012 survey and show that there has been a dramatic 

reduction in the distribution of Dusky Hopping-mouse since the 2011 and 2012 surveys where 

the species was found at 70 % of sites and 43 % of sites respectively. Wooltana and 
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Quinyambie stations appear to support refuge habitat for Dusky Hopping-mice, where they 

were found in reasonable numbers. A single set of Dusky Hopping-mouse tracks were located 

on Erudina Station, only 150 m from the Dog Fence. The species was not detected on 

Mulyungarie station, where it was found in 2011 and 2012 in high abundance. 

The 2018 survey also revealed: 

 Feral cat detections were high, with sign detected at 44 % of sites; an increase from 

13 % in 2011 and 32 % in 2012 

 Red foxes were found at 7 % of sites, less than 15 % of sites in 2011 and considerably 

less than 32 % of sites in 2012 

 Dingo detections were high, with sign detected at 33 % of sites, compared with 8 % of 

sites in both 2011 and 2012 

 Cattle detections also increased across the study area, with sign found at 45 % of sites, 

compared with 3 % of sites in 2011 and 27 % in 2012 

 Kangaroos have also increased from 38 % of plots in 2011 and 70 % in 2012 to 76 % 

in 2018 

 Rabbits were found across the entire study area on 61 % of plots, which is less than 

75 % in 2011 and similar to the 58 % in 2012 

 At sites where Dusky Hopping-mice were found, dingoes were located at 54 % of sites, 

cats were found at 23 % of sites and foxes at 15 % 

 At sites where Dusky Hopping-mice were located, cattle were recorded at either low to 

medium activity levels and kangaroos were either absent or in low activity. 

The results of the 2018 survey have identified the sand dunes on Quinyambie and eastern 

Wooltana to be refuge areas for Dusky Hopping-mice. All sandy areas within the north-eastern 

pastoral district have the potential to provide habitat for the species during dry times and their 

integrity should be preserved through managing total grazing pressure as needed. Managing 

total grazing pressure to enable the survival and recruitment of perennial grasses and shrubs 

relies on careful stocking management as well as maintaining kangaroos and rabbits at low 

numbers. This not only improves long-term food resources for hopping-mice but also stabilises 

sand dune habitats where hopping-mouse burrow systems are established. 

We would like to thank all station owners and managers who assisted with this study through 

allowing property access, sharing their knowledge and providing ongoing support of such 

surveys. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Dusky Hopping-mouse (Notomys fuscus) is listed as Vulnerable both nationally and in 

South Australia. Its pre-European distribution spanned the sandy deserts of the Lake Eyre 

Basin, however its range had contracted significantly since European settlement. The main 

threatening processes for the species are listed and rated in the action plan for Australian 

Mammals 2012 (Woinarski et al. 2014) as:  

 Habitat degradation and resource depletion by livestock and feral herbivores, 

particularly past rabbit plagues (moderate-severe rating) 

 Predation by feral cats (moderate-severe rating) 

 Predation by the red fox (minor-moderate). 

Extensive surveys for the Dusky Hopping-mouse were undertaken in 2011 after two years of 

above average rainfall. These surveys used track-based monitoring as well as live trapping 

and spotlight surveys to map the distribution of the species at the best possible climatic 

conditions. The survey aimed to map the species’ southern and western extents in South 

Australia. The 2011 survey successfully documented the species’ significant expansion into 

areas from where they were previously not known. These surveys also showed that the Dusky 

Hopping-mouse has potential to occupy a variety of habitats including creeklines and rocky 

plains not normally inhabited (Southgate and Moseby 2011). These sites were resurveyed the 

following year in 2012, and it was found that the range expansion of the species had not been 

sustained and the distribution of the species had contracted, and the abundance of animals 

had decreased significantly. 

The aim of the 2018 survey was to resurvey a subset of the 2011/2012 survey sites to assess 

the current area of occupancy of the Dusky Hopping-mouse and the influence of predator and 

herbivore species on the species. 
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METHODS  

Personnel 

The survey was undertaken on 16-24 April 2018. The survey team included Cat Lynch 

(Community Ecologist, Natural Resources SA Arid Lands), Pat Hodgens (Principal Ecologist, 

Terrain Ecology), and volunteers Dave Armstrong and Kirra Bailey. Cat Lynch, Rob Brandle 

and Amanda McLean (Natural Resources SA Arid Lands) surveyed the Wirrealpa and Martins 

Well sites separately on 19-20 March 2018. 

The survey used a combination of tracking, trapping and spotlighting to identify and verify the 

occurrence of the Dusky Hopping-mouse. An overview of these methods is provided below. 

Weather conditions 

Weather conditions were fine for the survey, with a minimum of 10.5°C and a maximum of 

28.6°C and no rainfall. 

The survey occurred after a very dry year was observed across the survey area in the 

12 months prior. Rainfall was significantly below average, with rainfall decile ranges across 

much of the survey area being very much below average or even the lowest on record (Bureau 

of Meteorology 2018).  

 

  

Figure 1. Weather conditions were ideal for the tracking survey. 
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2 ha track plot monitoring 

Track-based monitoring was the main technique used and followed the protocol similar to that 

described in Moseby et al. (2009). A total of 84 track plot sites were selected for survey; 67 

south (inside) of the Dog Fence and 17 north (outside) of the Dog Fence (Figure 2). These 

sites were a subset of the 2011/2012 survey sites, most of which had Dusky Hopping-mice 

previously. Of the sites surveyed in 2013, 53 have been surveyed during every monitoring 

event (2011, 2012 and 2018), only one of which is outside the Dog Fence. The sites were 

located across 14 pastoral stations, from Mundowdna in the north-west, Wirrealpa and Martins 

Well in the west, Boolcoomatta and Kalabity in the south and Quinyambie in the north-east. A 

full list of survey sites is provided in Appendix 1. 

At each survey site, two people traversed through the 2 ha plot for a period of 25-30 minutes 

and recorded the presence and abundance of tracks, scats, diggings and general sign of 

species including hopping-mice, feral cats, foxes, dingoes, cattle, sheep, rabbits, goats, red 

and grey kangaroos, emus, horses, camels, pigs and small mammals (dunnarts and rodents). 

The presence of hopping-mouse popholes and runways was also recorded as a confirmatory 

sign of the presence of the species.  

The age of species sign was measured on a scale of 1-3: 

 1 = sign was 1-2 days old 

 2 = sign was 3 days to 1 week old  

 3 = sign was older than week, or imprinted in hard mud or substrate. 

To maintain consistency with Southgate and Moseby (2011) and Southgate et al. (2012), this 

report only presents data that was recorded in category 1 (1-2 days old). 

Analysis of data for all sites surveyed each year is presented, as well as data for only those 

sites surveyed across all three years (n = 53). 

Activity levels of each species was also measured on a scale of 1-3: 

 1 (high) = sign was detected in all four quarters of the plot 

 2 (medium) = sign was detected in half to ¾ of the plot 

 3 (low) = only one individual or sign in a ¼ of the plot was detected. 

Each site’s ‘trackability’ was assessed and based on the percentage of the plot that was 

considered suitable for tracking.  For the purposes of this report, each site was classed as 

having either excellent, good or poor (76-100 %, 50-75 % or <50 % suitable tracking substrate 

respectively). Other criteria were also assessed, such as continuity of the tracking substrate, 

time since strong wind or rain, time since fire, visibility and the quality of the tracking surface 

in terms of being able to detect different tracks. 
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Understory and overstorey vegetation cover and dominant plant species were recorded and a 

general habitat description was also attributed to each site. An estimate of overstorey and 

understorey cover was also recorded, based on four cover classes: 

 Overstorey: > 25 %, 6-25 %, 1-5 %, <1 %, none (0 %) 

 Understorey: > 30 %, 11-30%, 5-10 %, < 5 %, none (0 %). 

Data analysis 

Chi-square (2) analysis was used to examine: 

 The influence of predators and herbivores on the presence of Dusky Hopping-mice 

 The change in detections of each species over time across each monitoring event, 

i.e. 2011 to 2018 and 2012 to 2018 

 The influence of the Dog Fence on the presence of Dusky Hopping-mice, other species 

and ground cover. 
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Figure 2. 2018 2 ha track plot monitoring sites. 
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Trapping 

The Dusky Hopping-mouse is the most likely Notomys species to inhabit the study area, and 

their track and gait characteristics can be used to distinguish them from other small mammal 

genera, however trapping live animals is the best method to ensure that the Notomys  tracks 

are made by N. fuscus. Therefore, attempts were made to trap the target species throughout 

the survey. Trapping was undertaken at three locations; on Mundowdna, Wooltana and 

Quinyambie stations (Figure 2) and consisted of Elliott trapping, pitfall trapping and camera 

trapping. Full details of each trapping site are provided in Appendix 2. 

At each site, 90 Elliott box traps were set each night. Elliott traps were set within each plot in 

a grid approximately 100 m wide by 400 m long. Elliot traps were placed on the ground 

amongst vegetation where possible. The traps were configured in five lines where traps were 

placed 20 m apart with three central lines of 20 traps and two outside lines consisting of 15 

traps. Traps were baited each afternoon with peanut butter and oats and were also sprinkled 

with Coopex to prevent infestation by ants. Traps were checked at first light each morning and 

closed during the day. 

A set of five pitfall lines were set along the Elliott trap lines (Figure 3). The pitfall lines consisted 

of two PVC tubes with a flywire base dug into the ground to be flush with the ground surface. 

The traps were placed 10 m apart. One was wide and deep (200 mm wide x 600 mm deep) 

and the other was narrow and deep (150 mm wide x 600 mm deep). A fly wire drift fence was 

erected and held in place with pins and extended 3 m on either end of the pit line. Where 

necessary, Coopex was sprinkled around each pit trap to prevent ant infestation. Traps were 

checked at first light each morning, at midday where possible and each afternoon. 

 

 

Figure 3. Pitfall trap and fly wire fence used to survey for the Dusky Hopping-mouse. 
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All animals captured through Elliott and pitfall trapping were transferred into a calico bag for 

identification and so that morphometric measurements could be taken. 

At each trapping site, two Reconyx HC600 motion sensor camera traps were set to detect any 

species that may evade live capture (Figure 4). The camera traps were tied to wooden stakes 

at a height of at least 30 cm and were placed between 1-2 m in front of an open area, runway, 

burrow or area of interest. Cameras were set each afternoon and checked each morning. 

 

 

Figure 4. Camera traps used to survey for Dusky Hopping-mice. 

 

Spotlighting 

The track-based monitoring and trapping was complimented by six vehicular based spotlight 

surveys during the survey. During each spotlight survey, the driver drove a minimum 5 km 

return transect at a speed of approximately 10-20 km/hr while the observer surveyed the 

transect with a handheld spotlight. All animals observed were identified where possible and 

recorded. Attempts to hand capture small mammals were made where possible. Each trapping 

site and surrounds was also spotlighted at least once on foot for 30 minutes. Full details for 

each spotlight transect are provided in Appendix 3. 

The full suite of fauna survey techniques was undertaken for two nights on Wooltana and one 

night on Quinyambie.  Camera trapping, Elliott trapping and spotlight surveying occurred for 

one night on Mundowdna. A total of 398 trap nights, 300 minutes of vehicle-based spotlight 

surveys over a distance of 110.6 km and 240 minutes of foot-based spotlighting was 

undertaken.  
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RESULTS 

2 ha track plot monitoring 

Fresh Dusky Hopping-mouse sign (tracks, burrows or popholes) (Figure 5) was detected at 

13 of the 84 survey sites; i.e. 15.5 % of all plots surveyed (Figure 6). Two additional sites (one 

on Quinyambie and one on Wooltana) had old sign of hopping-mice (i.e. old pophole(s)) and 

it is unlikely that the species is still present at these sites. Of the 15 sites where hopping-

mouse sign was found, 63 % were located north (outside) of the Dog Fence. All other sites 

were located on properties that directly border the inside of the Dog Fence. Sign of Dusky 

Hopping-mice was restricted to three pastoral stations across the study area; Quinyambie to 

the north of the Dog Fence, Wooltana north-west of Lake Frome and bordering the Dog Fence 

to the east, and Erudina to the south of Lake Frome and bordering the Dog Fence to the north. 

The distance between detection clusters was 135 km from north-west to south-east and 

109 km from the north to the south.  

The greatest cluster of detections was on Quinyambie Station (Figure 7) where the species 

was located at 10 (63 %) of 16 plots surveyed on that station. The Dusky Hopping-mouse was 

recorded at high activity levels at 30 % of these plots, at medium activity at 40 % of plots and 

at low activity at 30 % of plots. The species was detected at three sites inside the Dog Fence; 

two on Wooltana Station, with one at high activity and one medium, and a single set of bipedal 

tracks (Figure 5) on Erudina Station, which suggests the species was in low abundance at this 

location. 

 

 

Figure 5. Bipedal hop of the Dusky Hopping-mouse across a sand dune. 
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Figure 6. Locations where Dusky Hopping-mice were detected in the 2018 survey. 
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Figure 7. Abundance of Dusky Hopping-mouse at sites where the species was detected. 

activity 
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Predator associations 

Predators were generally detected more frequently during this survey than in 2011 and 2012. 

The feral cat was the most commonly detected predator species (44 % of all plots) (Figure 8), 

an increase compared to 2011 (13 %) and 2012 (32 %). The dingo was the next most common 

predator; detected at 33 % of plots which is significantly higher than 8 % of plots in both 2011 

and 2012 (Figure 13). The red fox was the least common species; detected at 7 % of plots, 

lower than in 2011 (15 %) and in 2012 (32 %) but not statistically significant (Figure 14). 

Similar trends were recorded when only those sites surveyed every year are compared (Figure 

9). Cat detections were significantly higher in 2018 compared to 2011 (P = 0.0001), and dingo 

detections were significantly higher in 2018 compared to both 2011 (P = 0.021) and 2012 

(P = 0.017). 

Of the plots where Dusky Hopping-mice were detected, feral cats were detected at 23 % of 

sites, at either low or medium activity. Dingoes were detected at 54 % of sites at which Dusky 

Hopping-mice were detected, mostly at low (43 % of sites) or medium (43 %) activity levels, 

while one site (14 %) had high dingo activity levels. The red fox was detected at 15 % of sites 

where Dusky Hopping-mice were located, at low activity. No statistically significant correlation 

was found between either feral cats, foxes or dingoes and the presence of Dusky Hopping-

mice, however this low statistical confidence probably relates to the low sample size for sites 

where Dusky Hopping-mice were detected. See Appendix 4 for detailed statistical analysis. 

The omnivorous feral pig was detected at 2 % of sites but was not detected at plots where the 

Dusky Hopping-mouse was located. 

 

 

Figure 8. The percentage of plots at which herbivores, predators and other species were 

detected during the 2018 survey. n = 84. 
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Figure 9. The percentage of plots at which predator species were detected across each 

monitoring event. Only those sites surveyed in every event (2011, 2012 and 2018) are included 

(n = 53). 

 

Figure 10. Fox tracks (L). Fresh dingo and hopping-mouse tracks on Quinyambie Station (R). 
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Figure 11. Feral cat (top), rabbit (middle) and Dusky Hopping-mouse (bottom) tracks.
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Figure 12. Distribution of feral cats across the survey area.  
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Figure 13. Distribution of dingoes across the project area.  
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Figure 14. Distribution of the red fox in the study area. 
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Native and introduced herbivore associations 

Kangaroos (both Red and Western Grey) were detected at 76 % of all sites across the survey 

area (Figure 15). This is higher than in 2011 and 2012 when kangaroo detections were at 

30 % and 70% respectively. When only those sites surveyed every year are compared, 

kangaroos were recorded at significantly more plots in 2018 compared to both 2011 and 2012 

(P < 0.0001). Kangaroos were detected at 62 % of plots in both 2011 and 2012, followed by a 

58 % increase to 96 % in 2018 since 2012 (Figure 16). At sites where the Dusky Hopping-

mouse was detected, kangaroos were either absent (77 % of sites) or at medium activity levels 

at most sites. 

Rabbits were also broadly distributed across the survey area and were detected at 61 % of 

sites. In 2011 and 2012, they were detected at 75 % and 58 % of plots, respectively. A similar 

trend was recorded when only those sites surveyed every year are compared (Figure 16).  At 

sites where Dusky Hopping-mice were detected in 2018, rabbits were detected at 46 % of 

sites with high activity at 50 % of these sites.  

Emus were detected at 55 % of sites in 2018, which was higher than in 2011 (30 %) and 

slightly lower than in 2012 (55 %). However, when only those sites surveyed every year are 

compared, emus were recorded at around the same number of plots as in 2012, and at 

significantly more plots in 2018 (22 %, P = 0.028) compared to 2011 (Figure 16). Emus were 

detected at medium activity at 15 % of sites at which Dusky Hopping-mouse were detected. 

 
Figure 15. Tracks and/or other sign of kangaroos were detected at 77 % of plots. 

Cattle detections were relatively high on the current survey, with sign detected at 45 % of sites. 

This is higher than in 2011 and 2012 when cattle were detected at only 3 % and 27 % of plots, 

respectively (Figure 16). A similar trend was observed when only those sites surveyed every 

year are compared (Figure 16), with significant differences observed in detections in 2018 

compared to both 2011 (P < 0.0001) and 2012 (P = 0.005). Sign of cattle was not detected at 

the majority (69 %) of sites where the Dusky Hopping-mouse was detected. Where cattle were 

detected they were at high or medium activity levels. 

The least frequently detected large herbivore was sheep, which were found at 20 % of sites, 

but this is considerably higher than in 2011 (2 %) and 2012 (5 %). Sheep were located at only 

7.7 % of sites at which Dusky Hopping-mice were detected. 
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Other rodent and dasyurid species were detected at 46 % of sites, which is less than in 2011, 

when they were found at 65 % of sites but higher than the 30 % of plots at which they were 

found in 2012. At sites where Dusky Hopping-mice were detected, rodents and dunnarts were 

detected at 54 % of sites, and were at low activity levels at 86 % of these sites. 

 
Figure 16. The percentage of plots at which herbivores and rodents/dasyurids were detected 

across each monitoring event. Only those sites surveyed in every event (2011, 2012 and 2018) 

are included (n = 53). 

 

Comparison between inside and outside the Dog Fence 

Dusky Hopping-mouse sign was detected significantly more frequently at plots outside the 

Dog Fence (63 % of sites) compared to inside (4 % of sites) (Table 1 and Appendix 4). Activity 

levels were also higher outside the Dog Fence compared to plots inside. This is consistent 

with the findings of the 2011 and 2012 surveys (Southgate and Moseby 2011 and Southgate 

et al. 2012). For the three sites inside the Dog Fence where Dusky Hopping-mice sign was 

detected, one was only 150 m from the Dog Fence, while the furthest was 12.7 km from the 

Dog Fence. No difference in the presence of other rodents/dasyurids on either side of the 

fence was detected (46 % of inside sites compared to 47 % outside).  

Predator sign on plots differed between sites inside and outside the Dog Fence. Dingo sign 

was the most frequently encountered predator outside (59 %) compared to inside (27 %), and 

this difference was statistically significant (P = 0.013). Feral cat sign was more frequently 

encountered inside the Dog Fence (49 %) compared to outside (24 %), but this was not 

significant at α = 0.05. No foxes were recorded on sites outside of the Dog Fence compared 

to 9 % of sites inside. This trend is similar to that recorded in 2011 and 2012. 

The occurrence of some herbivore species was considerably different outside of the Dog 

Fence compared to inside. Kangaroos were significantly (P < 0.001) more frequently recorded 
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inside the Dog Fence (93 % of plots) compared to outside (12 %). Similarly, no emus were 

recorded outside the Dog Fence compared to inside (51 %). The occurrence of rabbits either 

side of the Dog Fence was more similar, with rabbits at 64 % of sites inside the Dog Fence 

compared to 47 % of sites outside. Cattle sign was also similar on either side of the Dog 

Fence, with sign detected at 48 % of sites inside compared to 35 % outside. No sign of sheep 

was detected at sites outside the Dog Fence compared to 25 % of sites inside. 

Ground cover was significantly higher at sites inside the Dog Fence compared to outside, with 

88 % of sites having less than 10 % ground cover compared to 61 % of sites inside the Dog 

Fence (P = 0.04) (Figure 18). 

  

Table 1. Percentage of plots at which herbivores, predators and other species were detected 

during the survey. Total plots surveyed = 84 (68 inside Dog Fence and 16 outside Dog Fence). 

Species 

Percentage of plots detected 
(age of sign ≤2 days) (%) 

Percentage of plots detected 
(all sign, 1 day to > 1 month) (%) 

Inside Dog 
Fence 

Outside 
Dog Fence 

All sites 
Inside Dog 

Fence 
Outside 

Dog Fence 
All sites 

Herbivores 

Kangaroo 93 12 76 100 24 85 

Rabbit 64 47 61 88 100 90 

Cattle 48 35 45 82 94 85 

Emu 51 0 42 68 0 55 

Sheep 25 0 20 31 0 25 

Camel 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Goat 1 0 1 1 0 1 

Horse 1 0 1 4 0 4 

Other 

Dusky HM 4 63 15 6 69 18 

Rodent 38 56 42 40 63 44 

Dasyurid 25 19 24 26 19 25 

Small mammal 7 6 7 10 6 10 

Echidna 15 0 12 18 6 15 

Goanna 1 13 4 1 13 4 

Pig 3 0 2 3 0 2 

Predators 

Feral cat 49 24 44 61 24 54 

Dingo 27 59 33 39 100 51 

Red fox 9 0 7 16 0 13 
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Figure 17. Percentage of plots at which herbivores, predators and other species were detected 

during the 2018 survey inside the Dog Fence (n = 68) vs. outside the Dog Fence (n = 16). 

 

 
Figure 18. Percentage of plots in each ground cover class inside the Dog Fence vs. outside the 

Dog Fence across each monitoring period. 
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Habitat and vegetation associations 

Ground cover was lower than in 2011 and 2012, with 66 % of plots having < 10 % ground 

cover in 2018 compared to only 10 % and 14 % in 2011 and 2012, respectively. 

The majority (85 %) of sites at which Dusky Hopping-mice were detected had < 10 % ground 

cover, in fact 55 % had <5 % ground cover and 15 % had no ground cover at all. This contrasts 

what was found in 2011 and 2012, when sites where Dusky Hopping-mice were recorded had 

much higher ground cover compared to sites where Dusky-hopping mice were absent (Figure 

19). 

Of the 13 sites where fresh Dusky Hopping-mouse sign was detected, all were associated with 

sand dunes or sand plains. 69 % of detections were on sand dunes, 23 % were on sand rises 

and a single sand dune and 8 % were on sand plains. At two of the three sites where Dusky 

Hopping-mice were detected inside the Dog Fence, Zygochloa paradoxa (Sandhill Canegrass) 

was a dominant species. While this species was not specifically recorded within the third plot 

it was present in the wider area. 

 

 
Figure 19. Percentage of plots in each ground cover class at which Dusky Hopping-mice were 

recorded across each monitoring period. 

 

Suitability of plots for tracking 

The overall ‘trackability’ of the survey plots was generally good, with 26 % of the plots being 

assessed as having an excellent percentage of suitable tracking substrate, 43 % being 

assessed as good and 31 % as being poor. The sites where sign (of all ages) of Dusky 

Hopping-mice were detected generally had greater than 50 % suitable tracking substrate 

(Figure 20). Only one site where Dusky Hopping-mice were detected had less than 50 % 

suitable tracking substrate.  
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Figure 20. Percentage of suitable tracking substrate at sites where hopping-mice were 

detected compared to all sites surveyed. 

 

Trapping 

Five Dusky Hopping-mouse individuals (Figure 21) were captured in Elliott traps on 

Quinyambie Station at a plot where high activity of the species was recorded. Four females 

and one male were captured, all in non-breeding condition. Three voucher specimens were 

collected for the SA Museum (Figure 22). Of particular interest was one individual whose 

physical attributes and appearance varied from past records and other individuals captured 

on the survey. This individual’s fur was generally grey above and white below rather than the 

usually reddish orange colour above. The SA Museum confirmed that this specimen was 

indeed a Notomys fuscus. The information from this individual provides important information 

on the variance that can occur within the species. 

No mammals were captured at the two other trapping sites, despite abundant sign of hopping-

mice and other species being detected at the Wooltana trapping site. No Dusky Hopping-mice 

were captured in pitfall traps, despite many animals appearing to have encountered the pitfall 

fence line and traversing around the pitfall based on the presence of tracks. 

Camera trap data showed that, at the Quinyambie trap site, Dusky Hopping-mice were active 

at their burrow between the hours of 22:52 and 06:16 the following morning. The data also 

identified peaks of activity at 02:00, 03:00 and 03:30. Only one individual was observed during 

each camera trap detection and it is not possible to determine if this is the same individual. 

No other fauna were detected on camera traps. 

Spotlighting 

No Dusky Hopping-mice were detected during vehicular or foot-based spotlighting transects. 

One Fat-tailed Dunnart (Sminthopsis crassicaudata) was hand captured during spotlighting on 

Mundowdna Station, with other species observed being the Red Kangaroo, Feral Cat, Red 

Fox and Dingo. 
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Figure 21. One of the five Dusky Hopping-mouse individuals captured on Quinyambie station. 

 

 
Figure 22. Dusky Hopping-mouse specimens collected for the SA Museum. Note the different 

appearance of the bottom individual to the typical sandy orange colour of the top specimen.  
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DISCUSSION 

Populations of the Dusky Hopping-mouse have retracted significantly since 2011 and 2012, 

with the species being detected on only three properties throughout the survey area. The 

results also show a considerable increase in cattle and sheep across the study area and a 

large increase in kangaroo numbers. This increase in herbivore activity is likely to reflect both 

an increase in abundance following two high productivity years as well as an increase in 

foraging behaviour due to prolonged dry conditions. Detections of feral cats and dingoes also 

increased significantly.  

Climatic conditions 

The below average rainfall in 2017 and in the months preceding the 2018 survey resulted in 

dry conditions across the study area. This is likely to be a contributing factor to Dusky Hopping-

mouse populations retracting to a few key locations. Like all arid zone rodents, the species 

responds to rainfall and resultant seed production and, as a result, populations can expand 

rapidly after rainfall. This response is heightened after several good seasons of rainfall and 

seed production, and populations then retract significantly once dry conditions return and 

productivity decreases. This is also heightened after prolonged dry conditions. The majority of 

the study area had above average rainfall in 2016, therefore the results of this survey cannot 

be attributed to prolonged dry conditions alone, however the dry conditions following 2016 

would certainly have contributed to the observed contraction of Dusky Hopping-mouse 

distribution and abundance. 

Trackability 

The trackability data from the survey suggests that, if present, Dusky Hopping-mice should 

have been detected at the majority of survey sites. However, trackability was poor at several 

sites, particularly those south of the Dog Fence which were heavily trampled by cattle and 

kangaroos, so it is possible that sign of Dusky Hopping-mice may have gone undetected at 

some of those sites.  

For consistency, this report followed the methodology used by Southgate and Moseby (2011 

and 2012) and only presented data whereby age of sign was 2 days or less. While still useful, 

the omission of the older sign, particularly sign aged between 3 days and one week excludes 

large amounts of potentially significant data. For example, a site which may have been 

severely degraded by cattle which were removed from a paddock one month prior to the 

survey and does not contain the Dusky Hopping-mouse, will not identify that potential of the 

habitat degradation by the cattle as a potential cause of the species absence. It is 

recommended that future surveys include in its analysis all three categories of aged data, 

particularly the second category of three days to one-week old sign. 

Trapping and spotlighting 

The results of this survey suggest that, in dry conditions, Elliott traps are likely to be the best 

method of capturing the Dusky Hopping-mouse, particularly in a practical sense given the 

advantage of being quicker to deploy across a wider area than pitfalls. During previous studies, 

pitfall trap success has generally been much higher than Elliott trap success, for Dusky 
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Hopping-mice in particular as well as small mammals in general (Moseby et al. 2006, Moseby 

et al. 2009, Moseby and Southgate 2011). However, the dry conditions during this survey may 

have meant that hopping-mice were more likely to enter baited Elliott traps than unbaited pitfall 

traps. 

The results also show that it is unlikely that Dusky Hopping-mice will be detected during 

vehicular or foot-based spotlighting surveys when they are in low abundance. The results of 

the survey do show, however, that camera trapping can be a useful method of detecting 

Notomys species at their burrow entrances or within areas of high abundance. While it is 

unlikely that the Dusky Hopping-mouse would be positively identified through camera trapping, 

it would allow researchers to detect the presence of Notomys species during surveys.  

Habitat associations and condition 

The results of the survey show that, at the time of the survey, the Dusky Hopping-mouse was 

restricted to sand dunes, sand plains and sandy rises. The vast majority of plots where the 

species was found were within connected sand dunefields which suggests that this habitat is 

likely to provide key refugia for the species in dry conditions. While the species was also found 

on sand plains, sand rises and an isolated sand dune, it is likely that the species will retract to 

sand dunefields during periods of prolonged dry conditions and in periods of drought. These 

findings are similar to that found in the 2012 survey, when hopping-mice contracted to sand 

dunes following occupancy of a much broader range of landforms in 2011. 

The presence of perennial vegetation such as Zygochloa paradoxa (Sandhill Canegrass) and 

Nitraria billardierei (Nitre-bush) has been suggested as an important feature allowing 

permanent populations of Dusky Hopping-mice to persist by providing a food source during 

dry conditions (Moseby et al. 1999). Z. paradoxa has also been highlighted as likely to improve 

the conservation status of Dusky Hopping-mice, at least in the southern part of its range 

(Moseby et al. 2006). Given Z. paradoxa was a dominant species at two of the three sites at 

which Dusky Hopping-mice were detected inside the Dog Fence, and it was also dominant in 

the wider area around the third site, this may help to explain why Dusky Hopping-mice were 

found to still be persisting at those sites despite a lack of evidence elsewhere south of the Dog 

Fence. This is further supported by Z. paradoxa being absent on sites on Mulyungarie, and 

the absence of Dusky Hopping-mice at those sites during the 2018 survey.  

The majority of Dusky Hopping-mouse detections were within plots comprising <5 % ground 

cover, with one plot having virtually no ground cover at all. Southgate and Moseby (2012) 

found that sites with Dusky Hopping-mouse had 34 % ground cover in 2011 and 21 % in 2012. 

These surveys were after good seasons of rainfall, therefore vegetation cover would have 

been greater across the entire study region. The results of the 2018 survey suggest that in dry 

times, the Dusky Hopping-mouse is most likely to be found at sites with some connected 

perennial ground cover, particularly in areas inside the Dog Fence, but that extensive ground 

cover may not be a key driver for the species persistence.  

Predator associations 

The increase in feral cat and dingo detections in 2018 in comparison to the 2011 and 2012 

surveys is considerable. Red fox detections have declined since 2012 but were more or less 
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comparable with detections during the 2011 survey. Other than there being a substantial 

increase in the feral cat population, the increase in feral cat detections could show that in dry 

conditions feral cats are more readily detected as they hunt more broadly across the 

landscape. 

Similarly, the increase in dingo detections could also be explained by an increase in the 

population, or an increase in detectability as they increase home ranges due to the dry 

conditions and a need to forage more widely for food. It may also suggest that dingoes have 

become more established in areas south of the Dog Fence since the 2011/2012 surveys, 

which supports anecdotal evidence from landholders. 

Sign of dingoes was detected at all sites where the Dusky Hopping-mouse was detected. At 

the majority of these sites, dingo sign was recorded as being at low-medium activity levels. It 

is therefore unlikely that this species is having a negative impact on Dusky Hopping-mouse 

populations. Dingoes may be more likely to hunt larger food items such as macropods and 

outcompete other predators such as feral cats and red foxes. Evidence is emerging on the 

ability of the dingo to limit the abundance of subordinate predators such as the red fox and the 

feral cat (Dickman et al. 2005), Letnic et al. 2009, Moseby et al. 2012). The comparison 

between sites inside and outside the Dog Fence showed that there were considerably less 

cats and foxes outside of the Dog Fence, while there were almost double the dingo detections. 

Given significantly less Dusky Hopping-mice were detected at sites inside the Dog Fence 

compared to outside, it appears that dingoes may benefit Dusky Hopping-mouse populations 

through reduced predation pressure, and Dusky Hopping-mice persist in greater numbers in 

areas outside of the Dog Fence. 

Across the entire study area, the red fox was only located at a small number of sites where 

the Dusky Hopping-mouse was detected and was in low abundance at each site. Red fox 

detections declined significantly since the 2012 survey but were similar to 2011. This may 

suggest that the red fox is not currently preying heavily on the Dusky Hopping-mouse. Across 

the entire survey area, no foxes were detected north of the Dog Fence, which may suggest 

that dingoes are outcompeting or hunting foxes in this zone and that foxes can persist better 

where they are not hunted by dingoes, such as inside the Dog Fence. 

Feral pigs were detected at low density at two sites on Mulyungarie Station. Pigs were also 

detected on Mulyungarie Station in the 2011 and 2012 surveys. This suggests that the 

population does not appear to be increasing rapidly, however under the right climatic 

conditions, these invasive pests could spread extensively across the study area. 

Native and introduced herbivore associations 

The detections of cattle, sheep, native and introduced herbivores have increased considerably 

across the study area compared to the 2011 and 2012 surveys. Stocking rates are unlikely to 

have increased significantly during this time, given stock numbers would have increased 

following good seasons in 2009, and the comparably dry seasons since. The higher detections 

of herbivores during the current survey are more likely to be as a result of these species 

increasing foraging distances in response to dry conditions. 
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Kangaroo detections in particular increased significantly between 2011 and 2018. However, 

this increase was restricted to sites inside the Dog Fence, where kangaroos appear to have 

proliferated where there is less dingo activity and a higher density of artificial waterpoints. A 

similar trend was observed for emus, with no emus detected outside the Dog Fence. This 

supports the findings of Pople et al. (2000) and Letnic et al. (2009) that dingoes can regulate 

populations of kangaroos and emus. In 2018, at sites where the Dusky Hopping-mouse was 

detected, kangaroos and cattle were absent from more than two thirds of sites. This strongly 

suggests that the impacts of cattle, kangaroos and emus across the study area (mostly inside 

the Dog Fence) may be having a detrimental effect on the Dusky Hopping-mouse through 

habitat degradation and limiting food resources.  

Detections of rabbits increased compared to the 2011 and 2012 surveys, and were still broadly 

recorded across the study area despite the dry conditions. The proportion of rabbit detections 

were also similar between sites inside and outside the Dog Fence, which suggests that the 

Dog Fence is not significantly affecting the distribution of rabbits. Like other herbivores, rabbits 

will limit resources for the Dusky Hopping-mouse and degrade critical refugia but they do not 

appear to be a key driver behind the decline of the species in areas inside the Dog Fence 

such as on Mulyungarie Station. 

Refuge sites for Dusky Hopping-mice 

Southgate and Moseby (2012) highlighted Quinyambie, Mulyungarie and Wooltana Stations 

as being likely refuges for the species during dry periods. This survey has confirmed that 

Dusky Hopping-mice are persisting, albeit seemingly in low numbers, within the habitats on 

Quinyambie and Wooltana, however no Dusky Hopping-mice were detected on Mulyungarie 

despite the species being formerly detected there in high abundance. Potential reasons for 

Dusky Hopping-mouse not persisting on Mulyungarie, as well as other areas inside the Dog 

Fence, include the effect of the Dog Fence and associated predator abundance as well as a 

lack of perennial vegetation such as Zygochloa paradoxa and Nitraria billardierei, as 

discussed.  

Implications and recommendations 

It can be concluded that dry conditions, in combination with total grazing pressure by feral 

herbivores, livestock and native herbivores, predation and the absence of perennial vegetation 

such as Sandhill Canegrass, is likely to be the main contributing factor to the Dusky Hopping-

mouse’s decline across the survey area, particularly inside the Dog Fence. 

Ongoing monitoring of a subset of the survey sites over time during both dry periods and 

following good rainfall will help to contribute to understanding the characteristics of Dusky 

Hopping-mouse populations north and south of the Dog Fence in response to varying climatic 

conditions, and the influence of associated predators and herbivores.   

More specific information on the relative effect of large herbivore grazing pressure on Dusky 

Hopping-mouse occupancy compared to predation pressure from cats, foxes and dingoes 

would allow management to become more targeted. 
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Fox and cat control, particularly south of the Dog Fence, will help to lower predation pressure 

on hopping-mice, as well as other native small mammal species that are vulnerable to 

predation. Reducing the abundance of kangaroos and rabbits will help to reduce competition 

for food resources. 

Managing total grazing pressure to enable the survival and recruitment of perennial grasses 

and shrubs relies on careful stocking management as well as maintaining kangaroos and 

rabbits at low numbers. This not only improves long-term food resources for hopping-mice but 

also stabilises sand dune habitats where hopping-mouse burrow systems are established. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Details for 2ha track plot sites surveyed in 2018. 

Plot ID Property Latitude Longitude Survey date Zone Easting Northing Habitat 

cm03 Curnamona -31.49715 139.66741 20/04/2018 54 373443 6514530 Sand plain 

cm04 Curnamona -31.51192 139.75599 20/04/2018 54 381874 6512992 Sand plain 

cm05 Curnamona -31.51149 139.81915 20/04/2018 54 387871 6513106 Sand plain 

cm06 Curnamona -31.45398 139.87033 20/04/2018 54 392666 6519532 Sand plain 

cm07 Curnamona -31.37935 139.88277 19/04/2018 54 393764 6527816 Sand plain 

cnb Wooltana -30.41293 139.79156 18/04/2018 54 383930 6634838 Sand dune (dune field) 

er01 Erudina -31.36045 139.72818 19/04/2018 54 379039 6529752 Sand plain 

gl01 Martins Well -31.47341 139.36008 20/03/2018 54 344213 6516766 Sand plain 

gl03 Wertaloona -31.04287 139.38696 19/04/2018 54 346069 6564529 Sand plain 

gl04 Wertaloona -30.98953 139.39031 19/04/2018 54 346303 6570447 Sand plain 

kl03 Kalabity -31.78128 139.92837 20/04/2018 54 398537 6483308 Sand plain 

kl04 Kalabity -31.69072 139.82147 20/04/2018 54 388306 6493241 Sand plain 

kl05 Kalabity -31.69311 139.74139 20/04/2018 54 380719 6492892 Sand plain 

mn01 Murnpeowie -29.8112 139.79863 17/04/2018 54 383908 6701530 Creekline 

mo03 Wooltana -30.44641 139.77262 18/04/2018 54 382151 6631107 Sand dune (dune field) 

mo04 Wooltana -30.46361 139.70508 18/04/2018 54 375687 6629129 Sand dune (dune field) 

mo05 Wooltana -30.46323 139.60122 18/04/2018 54 365715 6629052 Sand plain 

mu02 Mundowdna -29.72431 138.19912 17/04/2018 54 229063 6708477 Sand dune (dune field) 

mu03 Mundowdna -29.7435 138.36931 16/04/2018 54 245580 6706738 Sand dune (dune field) 

mu04 Mundowdna -29.77217 138.38902 17/04/2018 54 247560 6703602 Creekline 

mu07 Mundowdna -29.70734 138.48229 16/04/2018 54 256423 6710990 Creekline 

mu10 Mundowdna -29.67312 138.39785 17/04/2018 54 248166 6714602 Sand dune (dune field) 

mu20 Mundowdna -29.72593 138.19009 17/04/2018 54 228194 6708277 Sand dune (dune field) 

mv01 Mulga View -30.86882 139.13252 19/04/2018 54 321460 6583443 Creekline 

my01 Mulyungarie -31.18791 140.81018 21/04/2018 54 481914 6549557 Sand plain 

my02 Mulyungarie -31.16049 140.89483 23/04/2018 54 489976 6552607 Sand plain 

my03 Mulyungarie -31.22272 140.83738 23/04/2018 54 484512 6545704 Sand plain 

my04 Mulyungarie -31.2439 140.76399 21/04/2018 54 477527 6543344 Sand plain 

my05 Mulyungarie -31.18935 140.67272 21/04/2018 54 468817 6549367 Sand dune (dune field) 

my06 Mulyungarie -31.31087 140.70354 21/04/2018 54 471790 6535907 Sand plain 

my07 Mulyungarie -31.20497 140.90182 23/04/2018 54 480071 6509242 Sand plain 

my08 Mulyungarie -31.55163 140.79002 23/04/2018 54 490648 6547678 Sand plain 

my09 Mulyungarie -31.06487 140.95611 22/04/2018 54 495813 6563208 Sand dune (dune field) 

my10 Mulyungarie -31.07127 140.88693 22/04/2018 54 489213 6562494 Sand dune (dune field) 

my11 Mulyungarie -31.07635 140.82187 22/04/2018 54 483008 6561923 Sand dune (dune field) 

my12 Mulyungarie -31.17335 140.67682 21/04/2018 54 469204 6551142 Sand dune (dune field) 

my13 Mulyungarie -31.64964 140.82426 23/04/2018 54 483338 6498385 Sand plain 

my14 Mulyungarie -31.72736 140.87559 23/04/2018 54 488215 6489777 Sand plain 

my15 Boolcoomatta -32.0094 140.5919 21/04/2018 54 460812 6456963 Creekline 

my16 Boolcoomatta -31.98722 140.55561 21/04/2018 54 458019 6460895 Sand dune (dune field) 

my17 Mulyungarie -31.56389 140.70471 21/04/2018 54 471977 6507864 Sand plain 
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my18 Yarramba -31.62099 140.65793 21/04/2018 54 467557 6501523 Sand plain 

my52 Mulyungarie -31.1584 140.73083 21/04/2018 54 474346 6552812 Sand plain 

my53 Mulyungarie -31.1584 140.73083 21/04/2018 54 474346 6552812 Sand plain 

my80 Quinyambie -30.93132 140.96175 22/04/2018 54 496345 6578009 Sand plain 

my81 Quinyambie -30.93509 140.90187 22/04/2018 54 490626 6577587 Sand plain 

my82 Quinyambie -30.93991 140.76881 23/04/2018 54 477915 6577035 Sand dune (dune field) 

my83 Quinyambie -30.95478 140.6499 23/04/2018 54 466562 6575357 Sand dune (dune field) 

my84 Quinyambie -31.02732 140.54034 22/04/2018 54 456131 6567279 Sand dune (dune field) 

my85 Quinyambie -31.07208 140.52193 22/04/2018 54 454394 6562311 Sand dune (dune field) 

my86 Quinyambie -31.1009 140.49045 22/04/2018 54 451406 6559104 Sand dune (dune field) 

my87 Quinyambie 
-

30.880113 
140.57294 22/04/2018 54 459179 6583604 Sand dune (dune field) 

my88 Mulyungarie -31.06308 140.73375 22/04/2018 54 474599 6563377 Sand dune (dune field) 

my89 Mulyungarie -31.15395 140.85115 23/04/2018 54 485779 6553428 Sand plain 

qy01 Quinyambie -30.94316 140.82239 23/04/2018 54 483034 6576684 Sand plain 

qy02 Quinyambie -30.94442 140.71204 23/04/2018 54 472494 6576522 Sand dune (dune field) 

qy03 Quinyambie -30.96626 140.59764 23/04/2018 54 461574 6574068 Sand dune (dune field) 

qy04 Quinyambie -30.96169 140.54621 22/04/2018 54 456661 6574556 Sand dune (dune field) 

qy05 Quinyambie -30.91627 140.58096 22/04/2018 54 459961 6579602 Sand plain 

qy06 Quinyambie -30.9032 140.74026 23/04/2018 54 475179 6581097 Sand dune (dune field) 

qy07 Quinyambie -30.973 140.57 23/04/2018 54 458928 6573319 Sand dune (dune field) 

qy08 Quinyambie -30.915 140.698 23/04/2018 54 471130 6579749 Sand dune (dune field) 

wi01 Wirrealpa -31.17697 138.97394 19/03/2018 54 306919 6549017 Creekline 

wi02 Wirrealpa -31.1754 138.92128 19/03/2018 54 301897 6549098 Sand plain 

wi03 Wirrealpa -31.18935 138.91896 19/03/2018 54 301704 6547548 Sand dune (isolated) 

wi04 Wirrealpa -1.161532 138.94485 19/03/2018 54 304114 6550678 Sand plain 

wo01 Wooltana -30.38065 139.7066 17/04/2018 54 375728 6638325 Sand dune (dune field) 

wo02/mo02 Wooltana -30.39757 139.75585 18/04/2018 54 380481 6636502 Sand dune (dune field) 

wo05 Wooltana -30.37958 139.68487 18/04/2018 54 373639 6638419 Sand dune (dune field) 

wo10 Wooltana -30.41198 139.80587 18/04/2018 54 385304 6634957 Sand dune (dune field) 

wo11 Wooltana -30.3201 139.71717 18/04/2018 54 376668 6645047 Sand plain 

wo12 Wooltana -30.23325 139.70831 18/04/2018 54 375707 6654662 Creekline 

wo13 Wooltana -30.27714 139.68785 18/04/2018 54 373794 6649776 Sand plain 

wo14 Wooltana -30.11851 139.81489 18/04/2018 54 385831 6667490 Creekline 

wo99 Wooltana -30.18226 139.73218 18/04/2018 54 377940 6660339 Sand dune (dune field) 

wr01 Wertaloona -30.9846 139.51082 19/04/2018 54 357804 6571154 Sand plain 

wr02 Wertaloona -31.05291 139.53469 19/04/2018 54 360183 6563612 Creekline 

wr03 Wertaloona -30.95033 139.46125 19/04/2018 54 353017 6574888 Sand plain 

wr04 Wertaloona -30.75194 139.33622 19/04/2018 54 340745 6596706 Creekline 

wr51 Wertaloona -31.12009 139.57127 19/04/2018 54 363770 6556211 Sand plain 

wr52 Wertaloona -31.21478 139.64542 19/04/2018 54 370969 6545804 Sand plain 

wr53 Wertaloona -31.23209 139.68055 19/04/2018 54 374338 6543926 Sand plain 

wr54 Wertaloona -31.22594 139.71604 19/04/2018 54 377711 6544647 Sand dune (dune field) 

ym01 Yarramba -31.69015 140.59406 21/04/2018 54 461528 6493836 Sand plain 
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Appendix 2. Details of trapping sites used during 2018 survey. 

Trap grid Track plot ID Date No. trap nights Trap types 

Mundowdna MU03 16/04/2018 90 90 Elliotts 

Wooltana WO01 17/04/2018 100 90 Elliotts + 10 pitfalls 

Wooltana WO01 18/04/2018 100 90 Elliotts + 10 pitfalls 

Quinyambie MY87 22/04/2018 100 90 Elliotts + 10 pitfalls 

 

 

Appendix 3. Details of spotlight transects undertaken during the 2018 survey.  

Transect Date Location Type 

Mundowdna 16/04/2018 From Three Sisters Dam west to MU07 and return Vehicle 

Mundowdna 16/04/2018 From trap grid south-east to MU05 and return Vehicle 

Wooltana Grid 18/04/2018 From trap grid 5km east to Mulga Bore and return Vehicle 

Wooltana 1 18/04/2018 Mulga Bore to Caldina New Bore and return Vehicle 

Mulyungarie Grid 21/04/2018 From trap grid 5km to the east and return Vehicle 

Quinyambie 22/04/2018 From trap grid south to Wycalpa Dam and return Vehicle 

Mundowdna 16/04/2018 MU07 On foot 

Wooltana Grid 17/04/2018 Trap grid On foot 

Wooltana Grid 18/04/2018 Trap grid On foot 

Wertaloona 19/04/2018 Camp site - just outside dog fence 378114 6544575 On foot 

Mulyungarie Grid 21/04/2018 Trap grid On foot 

Quinyambie 22/04/2018 Trap grid MY87 On foot 

Mulyungarie 23/04/2018 MY87 On foot 
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Appendix 4. Statistical analysis. 

P-value = result of CHITEST undertaken in Microsoft Excel. 

Chi-square analysis of the influence of predators and herbivores on Dusky Hopping-mice 

 
Observed no. sites Expected no. sites 

2 df P-value 
DHM No DHM DHM No DHM 

Feral cat 

Detected 3 34 6 31 
2.744 1 0.098 

Not detected 10 37 7 40 

Fox 

Detected 2 4 1 5 
1.575 1 0.209 

Not detected 11 67 12 66 

Dingo 

Detected 7 21 4 24 
0.880 1 0.088 

Not detected 6 50 9 47 

Cattle 

Detected 4 34 6 32 
1.300 1 0.254 

Not detected 9 37 7 39 

Emu 

Detected 2 33 5 30 
4.371 1 0.037 

Not detected 11 38 8 41 

Kangaroo 

Detected 3 61 10 54 
23.918 1 0.000 

Not detected 10 10 3 17 

Rabbit 

Detected 6 45 8 43 
1.367 1 0.242 

Not detected 7 26 5 28 

Sheep 

Detected 1 16 3 14 
1.450 1 0.221 

Not detected 12 55 10 57 

‘DHM’ = Dusky Hopping-mice detected, ‘No DHM’ = No Dusky Hopping-mice detected. 
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Chi-square analysis of the change in detections over time – 2011 vs. 2018 

 
Observed no. sites Expected no. sites 

2 df P-value 
2011 2012 2011 2012 

Feral cat 

Detected 7 27 17 17 
16.361 1 0.0001 

Not detected 44 26 34 36 

Fox 

Detected 9 6 7 8 
0.843 1 0.359 

Not detected 42 47 44 45 

Dingo 

Detected 4 13 8 9 
5.291 1 0.021 

Not detected 47 40 43 44 

Cattle 

Detected 2 26 14 14 
26.911 1 0.000 

Not detected 49 27 37 39 

Emu 

Detected 17 29 23 23 
4.818 1 0.028 

Not detected 34 24 28 30 

Kangaroo 

Detected 33 51 41 43 
16.625 1 0.00005 

Not detected 18 2 10 10 

Rabbit 

Detected 38 35 37 36 
0.120 1 0.729 

Not detected 13 14 14 13 

*only plots sampled every year (2011, 2012 and 2018) are included in the analysis. 
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Chi-square analysis of the change in detections over time – 2012 vs. 2018 

 
Observed no. sites Expected no. sites 

2 df P-value 
2011 2012 2011 2012 

Feral cat 

Detected 18 27 23 23 
3.128 1 0.077 

Not detected 35 26 31 31 

Fox 

Detected 13 6 10 10 
3.142 1 0.076 

Not detected 40 47 44 44 

Dingo 

Detected 4 13 9 9 
5.675 1 0.017 

Not detected 49 40 45 45 

Cattle 

Detected 12 26 19 19 
8.040 1 0.005 

Not detected 41 27 34 34 

Emu 

Detected 27 29 28 28 
0.151 1 0.697 

Not detected 26 24 25 25 

Kangaroo 

Detected 33 51 42 42 
18.584 1 0.00002 

Not detected 20 2 11 11 

Rabbit 

Detected 32 35 35 32 
1.380 1 0.240 

Not detected 21 14 18 17 

*only plots sampled every year (2011, 2012 and 2018) are included in the analysis. 
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Chi-square analysis of the influence of Dog Fence on Dusky Hopping-mouse and other species 

 
Observed no. sites Expected no. sites 

2 df P-value 
Inside Outside Inside Outside 

Cattle 

Detected 32 6 30 8 
0.851 1 0.356 

Not detected 35 11 37 9 

Kangaroo 

Detected 62 2 51 13 
48.767 1 0.000 

Not detected 5 15 16 4 

Rabbit 

Detected 43 8 41 10 
1.666 1 0.197 

Not detected 24 9 26 7 

Feral cat 

Detected 33 4 30 7 
3.641 1 0.056 

Not detected 34 13 37 10 

Dingo 

Detected 18 10 22 6 
6.232 1 0.013 

Not detected 49 7 45 11 

Fox 

Detected 6 0 5 1 
1.650 1 0.200 

Not detected 61 17 62 16 

Dusky Hopping-mouse 

Detected 3 10 10 3 
30.615 1 0.000 

Not detected 64 7 57 14 

Rodent/dasyurid 

Detected 31 8 31 8 
0.003 1 0.953 

Not detected 36 9 36 9 

‘Inside’ = inside (south) of the Dog Fence, ‘outside’ = outside (north) of the Dog Fence. 

  

Chi-square analysis of the influence of Dog Fence on ground cover 

 
Observed no. sites Expected no. sites 

2 df P-value 
Inside Outside Inside Outside 

Detected 39 14 42 11 
4.039 1 0.044 

Not detected 25 2 22 5 

‘Inside’ = inside (south) of the Dog Fence, ‘outside’ = outside (north) of the Dog Fence.  


